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I am writing regarding the meeting for trye Boston Logan Airport Noise Study on Friday,
May 30, 2 0 0 8 , i S j l
My aide, Michael Verseckes, attended the meeting. After discussing the information
with him, I am off«ring my feedback on some ofthe measures, as you suggested,
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My prim:iry In.teiesiis 'an 'incre'<i~~:iliair6iaft ri'oiseofaITiJals anddeB'~H:ui-'J~~" they
make shoreline crossings over Marshfield in ihe:point known as the DR'tJN'rZ
Intersection, My concern is that the consolidation of air traffic into tighter flight tracks in
the vicinity of this intersection win increase the level of noise. Because ofthat, J am
strongly supportive of Flight Concept F-B, which relocates the DRUNK Intersection
further east over the water; and Flight Concept F-E, which moves the intersection
further south; or if feasible, a combination of these two, which would move the
intersection to a midway location east over the water, but not as far south.
These particular measures under consideration appear to accomplish the goal of reducing
noise by increasing the altitude of arriving and departing aircraft over Marshfield simply
by relocating this fixed point. Additionally, these measures do not seem to overly burden
or inconvenience aircraft traffic or airport operations at Logan; nor do they pose a safety
issue with other arriving and departing aircraft from Logan or other nearby airports.
Once again, I hope these two concepts, or a combination ofthe two, are taken into
consideration and r thank vou tor the oppoltunity to register my support. P1ca:;c contact
me if I can be of any assistance.

ank M. Hynes
State Representative

CC: Marshfield Board of Selectmen
Marianne McCabe, Marshfield Representative to CAC
Duxbury Board of Selectmen

